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a b s t r a c t

We have conducted dynamic rupture propagation experiments to establish the relations between in-
source stress drop, fracture energy and the resulting particle velocity during slip of an unconfined 2 m
long laboratory fault at normal stresses between 4 and 8 MPa. To produce high fracture energy in the
source we use a rough fault that has a large slip weakening distance. An artifact of the high fracture
energy is that the nucleation zone is large such that precursory slip reduces fault strength over a large
fraction of the total fault length prior to dynamic rupture, making the initial stress non-uniform. Shear
stress, particle velocity, fault slip and acceleration were recorded coseismically at multiple locations
along strike and at small fault-normal distances. Stress drop increases weakly with normal stress.
Average slip rate depends linearly on the fault strength loss and on static stress drop, both with a nonzero
intercept. A minimum fracture energy of 1.8 J/m2 and a linear slip weakening distance of 33 mm are
inferred from the intercept. The large slip weakening distance also affects the average slip rate which is
reduced by in-source energy dissipation from on-fault fracture energy.

Because of the low normal stress and small per event slip (w86 mm), no thermal weakening such as
melting or pore fluid pressurization occurs in these experiments. Despite the relatively high fracture
energy, and the very low heat production, energy partitioning during these laboratory earthquakes is
very similar to typical earthquake source properties. The product of fracture energy and fault area is
larger than the radiated energy. Seismic efficiency is low at w2%. The ratio of apparent stress to static
stress drop is w27%, consistent with measured overshoot. The fracture efficiency is w33%. The static and
dynamic stress drops when extrapolated to crustal stresses are 2e7.3 MPa and in the range of typical
earthquake stress drops. As the relatively high fracture energy reduces the slip velocities in these
experiments, the extrapolated average particle velocities for crustal stresses are 0.18e0.6 m/s. That these
experiments are consistent with typical earthquake source properties suggests, albeit indirectly, that
thermal weakening mechanisms such as thermal pressurization and melting which lead to near
complete stress drops, dominate earthquake source properties only for exceptional events unless crustal
stresses are low.

Published by Elsevier Ltd.
1. Introduction

The earthquake source is a three dimensional volume in which
many inelastic processes may operate (e.g. frictional sliding, brittle
rock fracture, dilatancy, melting, other phase changes, thermal
expansion of pore fluid, hydrofracture, creation of new fracture
surface energy, etc); only outside the source is rock predominantly
elastic and able to transmit information unambiguously. Since
earthquake seismology involves interpretation of elastodynamic
Ltd.
waves, the wavefield contains only indirect information about the
details of processes operating within the source. It is the physical
processes that operate in the source region to dissipate and store
energy that limit the amount of energy that is available to be
radiated and which ultimately cause damaging ground motions at
the earth’s surface.

To examine causal relationships in the source region among on-
fault strength, stress drop and the resulting near-fault particle
velocity during coseismic slip, in this report we describe rupture
propagation experimentswhere stress drop, energy dissipation and
across fault motions are measured coseismically. Using some
guidance from seismology, our observations allow us to relate
source properties to the resultant propagating displacements that
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would lead to ground motion in a natural setting. Specifically, we
find that particle velocities increase systematically with in-source
strength loss or stress drop and that particle velocity decreases
with increasing in-source fracture energy. To determine the
implications of our experimental results for natural earthquake
requires an extrapolation in normal stress from the few MPa
stresses of the experiments to crustal stress, and an extrapolation in
scale from the meter fault length of the experiments to the large
earthquake ruptures relevant to seismic hazard. The stress
extrapolation is straightforward but the scale extrapolation is not.
Rather than undertake a literal rescaling of the results, instead we
examine energy partitioning, particularly the relative amounts of
energy that are radiated and that are dissipated as fracture energy
in the source. These efficiencies allow us to compare our experi-
mental observations with earthquakes of any scale and we find that
our experiments are entirely consistent with typical earthquakes of
all sizes.

Before describing the experimental procedures, the results and
interpretations in detail, the remainder of this introduction
contains two sections of background material from seismology for
our experiments. The first introduces the expected relations among
in-source fault strength, dissipation and the resulting particle
velocity, drawn from the published literature. The second section
covers energy partitioning during earthquakes and develops the
particular efficiencies of radiated and fracture energy that are
needed to compare our experiments to natural earthquakes. This
latter introductory section draws both on well-known published
work and some novel ideas unique to laboratory studies of dynamic
rupture.
1.1. Expected relations between fault stress drop and near-fault
particle velocity

Some expectations for particle velocity in our experiments are
illustrated by simple theories of the earthquake source. For
example, assuming that earthquake faulting can be represented by
a discontinuity or narrow shear zone embedded in perfectly elastic
surroundings (Fig. 1) the particle velocity measured just outside the
source resulting from fault slip is related to the source stress change
through Hooke’s Law. The stress change Ds is proportional to the
elastic strain, Ds ¼ Evu=vx where u is shear displacement, u is one
half the fault slip, E and x are the appropriate elastic constant and
spatial coordinate respectively. Dimensionally, to consider relations
between stress change and particle velocity the spatial coordinate
can be replaced using the relation dx ¼ Vcdt, where Vc is a char-
acteristic velocity, leading to the general relationship

_u ¼ vu
vt

¼ Ds
Vc

E
: (0)

Among the specific theories that relate source stress change to
the particle velocity, consider (0) in the context of Brune (1970) and
Fig. 1. A simple fault model consisting of a thin shear zone embedded in elastic
surroundings. Shown also are near-fault and across-fault instrumentation as used in
this study.
Ida (1973). If propagation effects are ignored such that the source
slip produces a planar shear wave (Brune, 1970), then dx ¼ b dt
where b is the shear wave speed. The appropriate elastic constant is
the shear modulus m. Thus, the near-field particle velocity associ-
ated with a stress change in the source is

_uzDs
b

m
(1)

(Brune, 1970). If instead propagation effects are considered, at
the tip of a propagating rupture dx ¼ Vr dt where Vr is the rupture
velocity. For a simple consideration of in-plane shear the appro-
priate elastic constant is of the order of the shear modulus m and

_uzDs
Vr

m
(2)

(Ida, 1973).
Both (1) and (2) require a proportionality between source

strength loss and the particle velocity indicating that the velocity is
ultimately limited by the total amount of stored elastic energy
available to be released. In these models (1) and (2), the available
energy is that associated with the strength loss, Ds DA, and all of it
is radiated. Here D is total fault slip, A is fault area. Thus, knowing
the limit to strength loss is sufficient for estimating the limit on
near-fault particle velocity.

However, for natural earthquakes it is likely that onlya fraction of
energy associated with the strength loss is radiated. There is in-
source dissipation if the fault strength drops gradually rather than
abruptly, defining an on-fault ‘fracture energy’ (Ida, 1972; Andrews,
1976). If the surroundings aren’t perfectly elastic, then there can be
significant off fault yielding that dissipates energy as radiation
propagates away from the fault (e.g., Andrews, 2005). In these cases
thesenon-radiatedenergies are dissipated as heat or stored as latent
heat within the source region, in which case reasonably we expect

_u ¼ vu
vt

< Ds
Vc

E
: (3)

Essentially, the purposeof thepresent study is todemonstrate and
quantify the expectation equation (3) in a laboratory setting where
source strength loss and particle velocity are measured directly.
1.2. Energy partitioning and efficiency

Explicit in the discussion preceding equation (3) is that near-
source particle velocities depend on how much stored elastic
energy is available to be released and how much of that available
energy is actually partitioned into the radiated field. Because
seismic measures of energy such as seismic moment increase with
fault dimension squared, any laboratory scale experiment to test
such seismologic concepts has to be extrapolated over many orders
of magnitude following a non-linear scale to be comparable to real
earthquakes. Instead of extrapolating in scale, an alternative is to
compare energy in laboratory events to earthquakes by calculating
efficiencies that define the relative amounts of radiated and source-
dissipated energy. The necessary efficiencies for radiated energy,
the Savage-Wood efficiency, and for fracture energy, the fracture
efficiency are derived from a standard earthquake energy balance,
as follows.

The total energy released during an earthquake is ET ¼ sMo=m

where s is the slip-averaged and spatially-averaged shear stress in
the direction of shear offset, m is the shear modulus and Mo is the
seismic moment. Ignoring rotational and gravitational terms, the
total energy ET is partitioned between radiated energy ER, and the
sum of energy that is dissipated or stored within the source by
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frictional heating, fracture, latent heats associated with phase
transformations and other processes. An often used source repre-
sentation is

ET ¼ ER þ Ek: (4a)

For the case where all the dissipation occurs on the fault the
dissipated energy is Ek ¼ sslidingMo=m where ssliding is the
displacement averaged fault strength. Expressing (4a) in terms of
stress we have

s ¼ ssliding þ sa: (4b)

where sa is the apparent stress, the stress measure of radiated
energy sa ¼ mER=M0. Rearranging (4b), the apparent stress can be
written in terms of static stress drop and stress overshoot
x ¼ ðssliding � s1Þ=Dss (Savage and Wood, 1971; McGarr, 1999) as

sa ¼ Dssð0:5� xÞ: (5)

The efficiency measure of radiated energy we will use to
compare our laboratory observations to earthquakes, the Savage-
Wood efficiency hsw ¼ sa=Dss follows, from equation (5). Since this
efficiency is the ratio of two common seismologically measured
source parameters, it is in principle easily estimated for large
earthquakes. Low efficiency may be associated with earthquakes in
which the slip speeds are low, such as for tsunamigenic events (e.g.,
Venkataraman and Kanamori, 2004). High efficiency earthquakes
may be associated, for example, with self-healing pulses where
apparent stress and the dynamic stress drop can exceed the static
stress drop (Heaton, 1990).

A similar approach can be applied to estimate energy dissipation
in the source that reduces the radiated energy. If for example fault
strength drops linearly over some slip distance d* and then
subsequently remains constant with slip (linear slip weakening:
Ida, 1972; Andrews, 1976), the associated energy per unit area (the
fracture energy), Ge ¼ Dsd*=2, is dissipated as heat or latent heat
and is not available to be radiated. For linear slip weakening we can
define a fracture stress sc as the difference between the average
sliding resistance and the final sliding resistance, equivalently sc ¼
Ge=D where D is total slip. The associated efficiency is the ratio of
fracture energy times the fault area to the energy associated with
the static stress drop hc ¼ Ge=DsSD, equivalently the ratio of the
fracture stress to the static stress drop hc ¼ sc=DsS.

We have conducted rupture propagation experiments on a large
laboratory-scale fault in Sierra granite that has relatively high
fracture energy to examine the relationships among strength loss,
on-fault slip speed, near-fault particle velocity, and measures of
coseismic energy partitioning. Ours is an extension of studies
conducted by Okubo and Dieterich (1981, 1984) Lockner et al.
(1982) and Lockner and Okubo (1983). Shear stress, particle
velocity, fault slip and acceleration were recorded during dynamic
rupture propagation at multiple locations along strike and at small
fault-normal distances. Resulting empirical relations among source
parameters are discussed and explained with reference to the
predictions of simple theoretical models and qualitative seismo-
logical theory. Observed stress drops, peak and average slip speed,
near-fault peak particle velocity, and fracture efficiency are
compared with previous laboratory experiments and natural
earthquakes. In particular, because we are able to measure directly
both the causative fault strength losses and the resulting motions
we are able to consider the implications of these experiments for
near fault particle velocities of large hazardous earthquakes. We
find generally that energy partitioning for these lab-scale earth-
quakes is consistent with typical earthquakes despite the high
fracture energy: seismic efficiency is w2%, the ratio of apparent
stress to static stress drop is w27%, consistent with measured
overshoot and with typical seismic observations, and the fracture
efficiency isw33%, perhaps slightly higher but comparablewith the
limited seismic observations. When extrapolated to crustal
stresses, predicted stress drops are a few MPa and average particle
velocities are a few tenths of a meter per second.

2. Experiments

The experiments were conducted on a large biaxial press
(Dieterich, 1981) (Fig. 2). The press accommodates samples
1.5�1.5�0.4mwith aprecut fault surface along thediagonal, 45� to
the long dimensions, with length and depth of 2 � 0.4 m, respec-
tively. The load bearing elements are seven steel plates stacked and
bolted together. The fault is loaded along the outward faces of the
1.5 m long sides of the fault blocks using four flat jacks filled with
hydraulic oil and pressurized by servo control. Flat jacks on opposite
sides see the same pressure; thus there are two orthogonal
controlled forces applied to the blocks. There are Teflon plates
between the frame and the jacks to permit free slip at this interface.
Similarly the weight of each of the sample halves are supported
below by three stationary jacks which have Teflon surfaced load
bearing plates to permit easy horizontal motion of the blocks in
response to the loading stresses provided by the flat jacks. Samples
are SierraWhite granite fromRaymond, California. The fault surface
was roughened using a specially designed frame and 30 grit as
described in Okubo and Dieterich (1984). In the terminology of
Okubo and Dieterich (1984), this is a ‘rough’ fault, having a peak to
trough roughness ofw80 mm. This fault was so surfaced in the early
1980’s. Based on estimated slip weakening distances, as detailed
below, the change in roughness due to slip of this fault in experi-
ments over the intervening twenty-three years is small.

There are two recording systems, one 12 bit system that runs
continuously at 100 Hz and a triggered 12 bit system that records at
1 MHz for w0.5 s about the trigger. Local shear stress is recorded
close to the fault on 15 strain gage pairs equally spaced long strike
(Table 1). The whole fault shear and normal stress are derived from
transducers recording the pressure in the 2 independent sets of flat
jacks. These two pressures are the principal stresses s1 and s3; the
45� degree angle between the loading faces and the fault yields s ¼
ðs1 � s3Þ=2 and sn ¼ ðs1 þ s3Þ=2. The flatjack pressures when so
converted to shear and normal stress on the fault are resolved to
�0.02 MPa. Fault slip is recorded at 2 capacitive slip sensors
crossing the fault approximately one third of the distance from the
block center to the fault end in each direction. Accuracy of the slip
sensors is �1.5 mm, the precision is w0.3%. Particle motions are
recorded on five, 2-component (fault shear and normal) acceler-
ometer stations at 1 MHz. Fault normal motion was recorded near
the block center with a single laser Doppler vibrometer. The loca-
tion and recording rates of all sensors are listed in Table 1.

2.1. Loading and initial conditions

At different normal stresses between 4.0 and 8.0 MPa the fault
was loaded by raising the shear stress at 0.001 MPa/s while holding
the normal stress constant until an unstable shear failure of the fault
occurs (Fig. 3) and propagating slip proceeds until the event self
arrests. Rapidly accelerating slip is detected by an accelerometer and
is used as an electronic trigger signal. The trigger causes the high
speed transient waveform recorders to save the preceding 0.35 s of
data, as they continue to record new data for 0.174 s following the
trigger. The trigger also closes hydraulic control valves, preventing
the servo control system from overcompensating as it attempts to
respond to the sudden change in stress in the test apparatus. The low
speed recording terminates 10 s after the trigger. Ideally the servo



Table 1
Instrumentation.

x (m)
along
fault

y (m)
off fault

Instrument Description 100 Hz 106 Hz

0.000 0.0 Fault end
0.130 0.0119 sg_15 Strain gage O O
0.265 0.0119 sg_14 Strain gage O O
0.390 0.0127 sg_13 Strain gage O O
0.427 0.15 a9/a10 2 component

accelerometer
O

0.515 0.0141 sg_12 Strain gage O O
0.608 0.0 lp_2 Capacitive

displacement
O O

0.644 0.0136 sg_11 Strain gage O O
0.727 0.15 a7/a8 2 component

accelerometer
O

0.772 0.0136 sg_10 Strain gage O O
0.916 0.0143 sg_9 Strain gage O O
1.027 0.0 Fault center Fault center
1.027 0.15 a5/a6 2 component

accelerometer
O

1.027 0.15 v1 Laser vibrometer O
1.061 0.0144 sg_8 Strain gage O O
1.170 0.0136 sg_7 Strain gage O O
1.280 0.0128 sg_6 Strain gage O O
1.317 0.15 a3/a4 2 component

accelerometer
O

1.371 0.0 lp_1 Capacitive
displacement

O O

1.408 0.0135 sg_5 Strain gage O O
1.535 0.0114 sg_4 Strain gage O O
1.607 0.15 a1/a2 2 component

accelerometer
O

1.661 0.012 sg_3 Strain gage O O
1.787 0.0119 sg_2 Strain gage O O
1.925 0.0119 sg_1 Strain gage O O
2.055 0.0 Fault end
0.5 0.5 s2 Pressure transducer O
1.5 0.5 s1 Pressure transducer O

Fig. 2. USGS large biaxial faulting apparatus. Fault is 2 m long and 0.4 m deep. Instrumentation in the present experiments consists of 15 shear strain gages, 5, 2-component (shear
and normal) accelerometers, 2 fault slip sensors and a single fault normal velocity sensor.
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control system would maintain static pressure in the loading jacks
during the event, unfortunately the triggered valve closure is rela-
tively slow, occurring in approximately 0.4 s. Furthermore, the
response time of the servo system is slow relative to the duration of
the dynamic rupture. Rupture takes roughly 2 ms for the shortest
duration events whereas the servo system responds to stress
changes in around 0.01 s, thus we have interpretable high speed
records of dynamic strength loss, slip, and particle motion but some
care must be taken to determine final values of stress, to account for
post-event changes in loading induced by the servo controlled
loading system prior to valve closure. Details of stress changes
before, during and immediately following a dynamic event are
described and illustrated in some additional detail in Appendix 1.

The fault surfaces are rougher than standard lab faults due to
a difference between the 30 grit grinding compound used in
preparation and the 60 grit for typical surfaces. A result is that the
fault has a large slip weakening distance (Okubo and Dieterich,
1984), which in turn produces an approximately 1.5 m length
nucleation patch, as discussed in more detail below. Although we
are aware of no published observations of nucleation patch size for
earthquakes or for laboratory faulting experiments, patch size can
be inferred qualitatively from the experiments of Okubo and
Dieterich (1984) and Ohnaka and Shen (1999). According to our
experience, our observations are of a ‘large’ nucleation patch size;
patch size is expected to be proportional to the fault’s characteristic
slip weakening distance (Dieterich, 1992; Ohnaka and Shen, 1999),
equivalent to the average contact asperity size.

For this particular surface roughness, appreciable slip occurs
prior to dynamic rupture in a region that is large relative to total
fault dimensions. A significant portion of the fault is weakened
prior to the onset of dynamic rupture; the extent of this region is
apparent if all the shear strain gages are compared prior to failure
(Fig. 3a and b). Low speed recordings suggest individual gages 4e9
have stress lower than the whole fault average (red) as measured at
the loading jacks. Because the stress state at the time of rupture
(initial stress) is inhomogeneous (Fig. 3a), the dynamic fault
properties such as strength loss and fracture energy are



Fig. 3. Shear stress history of a single event. a) 100 Hz recording at the flat jacks (red) and 15 individual strain gauges (black). The strain gages are offset by 1 MPa to give an
approximate sense of spatial variation. Loading is at a constant stressing rate of 0.001 MPa/s, as measured at the loading jacks (red), until failure. Stress as recorded at the individual
strain gages shows a more complex behavior with the block centering undergoing precursory slip and having lower stress at failure while the ends remaining locked and have high
stress at failure. Similarly, the stress drop is non-uniform. b) A portion of the 106 Hz recording of dynamic stress drop for the same event shown in a). Shear stress as recorded at the
individual strain gages during dynamic slip with the block center experiencing nearly no strength loss during the event and most of the strength loss being associated with the block
ends. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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inhomogeneous as well. For example Fig. 3a shows that stress drop
at the fault ends is much larger than in the fault center. However,
the extent of the nucleation patch appears even larger if the high
speed records are examined (Fig. 3b). In these records there is
appreciable dynamic stress drop only for the last 2 gages on each
end of the fault, and even the gages 2 and 14 have smaller stress
drops than at the gages nearest the fault end. This indicates that
precursory slip extends to 0.20e0.25 m of the block end and
a nucleation patch size of approximately 1.5 m. Thus, because of the
large nucleation patch size relative to the total fault dimensions
these ruptures have a non-homogeneous stress state before
rupture and local source properties such as stress drop are not
representative of the whole fault average.

3. Spatially averaged source properties measured and
inferred from on-fault stress

We consider the average source properties, static stress drop,
dynamic stress drop and strength loss from directly measured
stress and inferred properties overshoot, seismic efficiency, and
Savage and Wood’s efficiency for comparison with analogous
measurements from previous lab studies and natural earthquakes.

3.1. Stress

Shear stress measurements are made for all 73 events of this
study at each of the 15 strain gages. We record a static stress drop
Dss defined as the difference between initial s0 and final stress s1.
The initial stress is taken as the shear stress averaged over the first
0.00005 s of the high speed record (0.35 s prior to the trigger). The
stress records contain long period oscillations of the press frame
that are initiated by the event and decay with time, so the final
stress is overprinted somewhat by the starting and highest
amplitudes of the frame oscillation. An additional complication is
the response of the servo control system that increases the shear
stress approximately linearly in time starting less than 0.01 s after
the event. We correct for these effects by fitting the last 0.1 s of the
high speed record to a linear relation and extrapolating back to the
event end (see Figure A1 for an example). We record the fault
strength loss Ds defined as the difference between the yield
strength syield and the sliding strength ssliding. For the sliding
strength we use the shear strength time averaged over the last half
of the event (Fig. 4). The dynamic stress drop is defined according to
the standard seismological usage as the difference between the
initial stress and the sliding strength. The stress overshoot is
defined as the difference between the sliding strength and the final
stress. Appendix 1 contains additional information on the proce-
dures used to determine the stress parameters reported in this
study. Table 2 lists these stress parameters; the average over all 15
gages for each event is used to construct the event average and then
all the events at each normal stress are averaged. The strength loss,
static stress drop, dynamic stress drop and stress overshoot each
show weak pressure dependence (Fig. 5a).

The dependence of dynamic stress drop on normal stress
(Fig. 5b) is similar to previous studies of dynamic rupture between
bare surfaces of quartzofeldspathic rock at normal stresses in the
range of 0.5e5MPa (Okubo and Dieterich,1981,1984; Lockner et al.,
1982; Lockner and Okubo, 1983) and at normal stresses up to
40 MPa (Johnson et al., 1973). Fig. 5b includes slope and intercept
from linear regressions through these various datasets and the
pressure dependence, the slopes of the data in Fig. 5b, ranges from
0.014 MPa/MPa upwards to 0.10 MPa/MPa (also see summary by



Fig. 4. High rate recording of local stress at a single strain gage (black) and slip (red) during an event. Key to the measured static stress drop Dss, dynamic stress drop Dsd, strength
loss Ds and stress overshoot are shown. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Wong, 1986). Even without detailed contact scale observations it is
reasonable to assume that the strength losses in our experiments
are controlled by the same mechanisms as in these previous
studies; principally shear induced dilatancy that reduces the real
area of contact as slip accelerates (Scholz and Engelder, 1976).

Though Fig. 5b suggests general consistency between the
existing studies there are differences with implications for
extrapolating the results to the earth. The two weakest pressure
dependencies (0.014, 0.027) are associated with our study and the
rough fault results of Okubo and Dieterich (1984) that were con-
ducted in the same apparatus and using the same fault we’ve used.
If these data are extrapolated to the higher normal stresses in the
Earth’s crust the predicted stress drops are lower than those
implied by the other studies cited in Fig. 5b by factors of 2e4, thus it
is important to understand the cause of the low pressure depen-
dence and further to determine whether these data are appropriate
for comparison with large natural earthquakes.

The difference between the pressure dependence of stress drop
observed by Okubo and Dieterich (1984) for smooth and rougher
surfaces (0.061 and 0.014, respectively) is due to differences in
precursory strength loss within the region of nucleation. The
dimension of the nucleation patch is proportional to the charac-
teristic slip weakening distance (e.g., Dieterich, 1992). Okubo and
Dieterich (1984) found that the distance to weaken for their
smooth and rough faults are 5 and 25 microns, respectively. Thus,
we expect a nucleation patch five times larger for the rough fault.
The nucleation patch is the region where the fault is partially to
completely weakened prior to the onset of dynamic rupture
(Fig. 3), implying dynamic stress drop up to 5 times smaller for the
rough fault than for the smooth. The observed difference in
dynamic stress drop of 4 times is consistent with this notion; the
nucleation patch we observe is roughly 3/4 of the total fault
dimension. For large earthquakes it is expected that the zone of
nucleation is negligible relative to the final rupture dimensions
(Johnston et al., 2006), therefore interpretation of our data
Table 2
Spatially averaged source properties derived from near fault stress.

sn (MPa) N Dss (MPa) Ds (MPa) Dsd (MPa)

4 8 0.263 � 0.057 0.271 � 0.059 0.181 � 0.035
5 8 0.280 � 0.040 0.288 � 0.097 0.199 � 0.028
6 23 0.298 � 0.063 0.322 � 0.101 0.224 � 0.026
7 20 0.327 � 0.093 0.344 � 0.113 0.256 � 0.068
8 14 0.346 � 0.066 0.381 � 0.106 0.289 � 0.045

N is the number of measurements. The tabled values are the mean plus/minus the stand
efficiency can be estimated directly from those of overshoot x. Individual uncertainties a
extrapolated to depth based on the pressure dependence must be
made with some care.

An extrapolation of our stress drops to crustal stresses using
18 MPa normal stress/km for the depth range of 5e15 km predicts
dynamic stress drops (Fig. 5b) between 2.5 and 7.3 MPa and static
stress drops (Fig. 5a) of 2 and 5.9 MPa. These are in the range of
typical for earthquakes of all sizes (Hanks, 1977; Allmann and
Shearer, 2009).

3.2. Efficiency

As described in the Introduction, we compare energy parti-
tioning in laboratory events to earthquakes without explicitly
extrapolating in normal stress or scale by using the Savage-Wood
efficiency. Although we might determine radiated energy from
our accelerometer array there are some performance issues with
these instruments. Fortunately, in contrast to typical earthquakes,
we have constraints on energy release from near fault measure-
ments of stress, fault strength change, stress drop and slip.

We do not have enough slip gages to determine the average
sliding strength necessary to rigorously calculate overshoot in
equation (5) so we use the time averaged shear strength ssliding . Our
estimate of stress overshoot

xz
ssliding � s1

Dss
(6)

is adequate when the effective shear fracture energy is small rela-
tive to the energy per unit fault area available in the static stress
drop (DssD) and represents a lower bound on overshoot. The
apparent stress sa is estimated using our approximate overshoot in
(5). The seismic efficiency is h ¼ sa=s; s is the displacement aver-
aged shear stress. In these experiments the seismic efficiencies are
low, mostly less than 2% (Table 2). Savage and Wood’s efficiency is
0.27 (Table 2). Because of the sense of the error in our estimate of
overshoot, these are upper bounds.
Stress overshoot (MPa) x hsw h

0.082 � 0.023 0.309 � 0.026 0.191 0.017
0.081 � 0.012 0.288 � 0.006 0.212 0.016
0.072 � 0.025 0.237 � 0.047 0.263 0.018
0.071 � 0.032 0.225 � 0.048 0.275 0.019
0.058 � 0.058 0.156 � 0.11 0.344 0.021

ard deviation of the N measurements. Individual uncertainties for the Savage-Wood
re not listed for the seismic efficiency h; those are between 0.002 and 0.005.



Fig. 5. Pressure dependence of stress parameters. a) Pressure dependence of stress
drop, strength loss, and stress overshoot. b) Comparison of pressure dependence of
dynamic stress drop with results from previous studies.
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We compare the Savage-Wood efficiency with earthquakes and
previous experiments by comparing across many orders of
magnitude in seismic moment (M0 ¼ mDA). Efficiency in these
experiments is similar to prior lab events from Lockner and Okubo
(1983) and with small mining-induced events compiled by McGarr
(1999) (Fig. 6a). In comparing these lab and small earthquake
efficiencies with large earthquakes we use data from
Venkataraman and Kanamori (2004). Note that the Savage-Wood
efficiency plotted in Fig. 6 is one-half the ‘radiation efficiency’ as
defined by Venkataraman and Kanamori (2004). Large earthquake
efficiencies (Fig. 6b) are more variable but if these data are repre-
sentative of large earthquakes most events lie in the similar range
of 0.1e0.5. Therefore, partitioning of radiated energy in our
experiments is similar to earthquakes over awide magnitude range
and can be considered typical.
4. Additional representative source properties derived from
fault slip time series

Using the slip time series we are able to measure additional
source properties, event duration, average slip velocity, and infer
the slip weakening distance and fracture efficiency. Whereas we
have uniform and dense spatial coverage of stress change on the
fault from the near fault strain gages, our observations of fault slip
are limited to two strategically-placed sensors. Each sensor is
located approximately one third the distance from the fault center
to the fault end. Placement was intended to capture a time history
of slip that is representative of the spatial average of the fault and
which can be differentiated to estimate the representative slip
velocity time history. Acknowledging the limitations of these
measurements of fault slip, nevertheless, in the following we treat
these as representative.
4.1. Event duration and average slip velocity

In theory (1), the temporally averaged fault slip velocity is twice
the near fault particle velocity (Brune, 1970), each being propor-
tional to the fault strength loss or stress drop. Tomeasure slip speed
we use the high rate recordings from the 2 slip sensors. The analysis
also produces an estimate of event duration. The slip speed and
event durations reported below are the average of the two sensors.

Appreciable precursory slip is recorded on these instruments
and often there is also measurable afterslip (Fig. 7) so it is difficult
to define event onset and arrest unambiguously. As we are
primarily interested in dynamic slip to the exclusion of precursory
and afterslip, to determine the event duration and average slip rate
we fit the slip vs time records with a piecewise linear function. The
center segment is a Haskell-like source time relation with slope
equal to the average velocity and starting and ending points
defining the duration. When the resulting duration for all 73 events
are plotted against the corresponding static stress drop (Fig. 8a)
there is a strong systematic relationship. Low stress drop events
have long duration and typical events are approximately 0.002s
long; there are also suggestions of a minimum event duration and
a minimum stress drop.

The time averaged slip event velocity versus static stress drop or
versus strength loss for the 73 events are reasonably well repre-
sented by a linear relation, as would be expected from equation (1)
or (2) (Fig. 8b). However, using the static stress drop, b ¼ 3000 m/s,
m ¼ 24000 MPa and Vr ¼ 0.85b, the slope is not consistent with
either Brune’s or Ida’s theory (Fig. 8b); the average slip speed is
certainly lower than predicted. Furthermore, unlike either theory
the intercept is non-zero.

The relations among time-averaged velocity, event duration and
static stress drop (Fig. 8a and b) can be understood using a simple
analog, a slider blockmodel (e.g., Johnson and Scholz,1976; Rice and
Tse, 1986), where, like Brune (1970), we ignore rupture propagation
effects. For a slider block with abrupt strength loss and without
radiation losses, there is aminimumslipduration related to themass
per unit area m and stiffness of the fault and loading system
Dt ¼ p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m=k

p
. Since the time-averaged velocity can be expressed

V ¼ D=Dt, and the total displacement as D ¼ Dss=k, find that the
maximumpossible average sliding velocity is,V ¼ Dss=kDt (also see
Johnson and Scholz, 1976; Okubo and Dieterich, 1984). Taking the
known machine stiffness [3.3 MPa/mm, Lockner and Okubo, 1983)
and the inferredminimumduration of 0.0018 s from Fig. 8a predicts
the grey curve labeled ‘machine limit’ in Fig. 8b, not unlike the
prediction of (1), having slope similar but slightly higher than the
static stress drop observations but a zero intercept.

A slightly more sophisticated slider block model accounts for
the gradual strength loss that defines the fracture energy. We use
linear slip weakening

s ¼ syield þ
Dsðd* � dÞ

d*
; d � d*

s ¼ ssliding; d> d*

(7)



Fig. 6. Ratio of apparent stress to static stress drop for lab experiments and earthquakes. a) Lab events from this study and Lockner and Okubo (1983), mining events compiled by
McGarr (1994, 1999) and large earthquakes from Venkataraman and Kanamori (2004). Horizontal lines define high, low and typical efficiency inferred from lab and mining-induced
earthquakes (McGarr, 1994, 1999). Efficiency of 0.5 is the boundary between overshoot and undershoot. Note that the Savage-Wood efficiency plotted in this figure is one-half the
‘radiation efficiency’ defined by Venkataraman and Kanamori (2004). For the data of Venkataraman and Kanamori (2004), lines connecting points indicate the range in estimates of
efficiency. b) Venkataraman and Kanamori’s (2004) large earthquake data plotted on an expanded scale.
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(Ida, 1972; Palmer and Rice, 1973) and include a radiation loss
term m/2b (Rice, 1993) in the equation of motion

k
�
Dt
p

�2v2d

vt2
¼ syield � s� kd� m

2b
vd

vt
: (8)

Equation (8) has an analytical solution described in Appendix 2.
For simulations without fracture energy (d* ¼ 0) there is no
minimum stress drop and all event durations are Dt. Simulations
with fracture energy show the minimum duration and minimum
stress drop (Fig. 9a) seen in the experiments. The displacement
averaged velocity remains linear in static stress drop but now with
non-zero intercept (Fig. 9b).
4.2. Estimated fracture energy and efficiency

Though the slider block model is a simplification of the exper-
iments we believe the origin of the non-zero intercept in the model
is the same as in the experiments. In this sectionwe’ll show that in-
source dissipation from fracture energy produces a minimum
possible stress drop and reduces the average dynamic slip velocity.
Similar effects are expected for natural earthquakes.

For the linear slip weakening (7) fracture energy is

Ge ¼ Dsd*
2

: (9a)



Fig. 7. Event duration and slip speed. Slip during the most rapid portion of an event.
Shown also is a fit to the data used to determine the average sliding velocity and the
event duration.
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The fracture energy is proportional to the strength loss, as well
as the slip weakening distance of the fault, thus, the fracture energy
increases typically as the normal stress increases (e.g., Fig. 5a). Such
a dependence of fracture energy on strength loss is generally
expected for low temperature friction (e.g., Okubo and Dieterich,
1981; Andrews, 2005). The minimum strength loss for unstable
Fig. 8. Scaling of strength loss and static stress drop with event duration and slip
speed. a) Event duration versus static stress drop. Dotted lines mark the apparent
limits of the data. The data are qualitatively consistent with a minimum event duration
and a minimum stress drop. b) Slip speed vs static stress drop (black) and strength loss
(green). The black line is a fit to the static stress drop data with slope 177.1 mm/(s MPa)
and minimum stress drop of 0.094 MPa. The Green line is a fit to the strength loss data
with slope 98.1 mm/(s MPa) and minimum stress drop of 0.121 MPa. Shown in red and
blue are Brune’s and Ida’s theories (1) and (2), 250 and 212.5 mm/(s MPa), respectively.
In grey is a line with slope 168.4 mm/(s MPa) {1/(Dtk) with Dt ¼ 0.0018 s and
k ¼ 3.3 MPa/mm}.

Fig. 9. Event duration and average velocity from simulation using a slider block model
with radiation damping (8) (Rice, 1993) with linear slip weakening (7) for comparison
with Fig. 8a and b. Parameters are k ¼ 3.3 MPa/mm, d* ¼ 25 microns, b ¼ 3000 m/s
Dt ¼ 0.002s. If slider block simulations with radiation damping are conducted using
the rock modulus and wave speed for the shear impedance in equation (8), slip is over-
damped and the average slip speeds much smaller than observed. The shear imped-
ance is apparently poorly defined for a slider block; in the calculation here
m ¼ 7000 MPa a) Duration. b) Velocity. Simulations are shown as symbols.
fault slip for a slider block is given by Dsmin ¼ kd*. In the slider block
model strength loss and dynamic stress drop are equivalent. At
Dsmin dynamic stress drop and static stress drop are also equivalent.
So in the context of the model, an average of the 2 regressions
shown in Fig. 8b gives Dsmin ¼ 0.11 MPa and from the known
machine stiffness (3.3 MPa/mm) we estimate d* ¼ 33 mm. This is
similar to the average of 25 mm found by Okubo and Dieterich
(1984) for the same rough fault we are using. The minimum frac-
ture energy for these experiments predicted by the linear slip
weakening model is

Gmin
e ¼ kd2*

2
¼ 1:8J=m2: (9b)

If we interpret the experiments using the linear slip weakening
model with estimated d* and our measured values of strength loss,
fracture energy can be estimated for all events using (9a).

Though we argue here that fracture energy is an important
quantity in influencing slip rate, and with analogy to dynamic
rupturemodels (Andrews,1976;Madariaga,1976; Boatwright,1980)
where fracture energy controls propagation speed, because differ-
ences in scale and ambient stress between our experiments and the
earth and for fracture energies inferred for large earthquakes (Rice,
1980;Wong,1982; Rudnicki,1980; Abercrombie and Rice, 2005) we
use the fracture efficiency defined in the Introduction. The fracture



Fig. 10. Fracture efficiency calculated from measured strength loss and static stress
drop using equations (9a) assuming d* ¼ 33 mm.
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efficiency is calculated from our estimates of Ge (9a), and the
measured values of slip and static stress drop. The average value of
the fracture efficiency is 0.33; as this is of the sameorder and slightly
larger than the Savage-Wood efficiency, the energy dissipated in
fracture is large relative to the radiated energy in these experiments.
Increases in fractureefficiencyare clearlyassociatedwithdecreasing
average on-fault slip velocity (Fig. 10).

In so much as this efficiency can be estimated from seismolog-
ical data, Abercrombie and Rice (2005) compiled earthquake source
properties over a wide magnitude range and estimated fracture
energy assuming no under or overshoot. A comparison with their
published data (Fig. 11) does suggest that for some of our experi-
ments fracture efficiencies are higher than for earthquakes in Cal-
ifornia, though the average is within the typical. Note also that our
measurements of fracture efficiency are biased to high values.
Fracture energy used in the estimate for fracture efficiency is
calculated using equation (9a). So, it derives from strength loss
measured coseismically, averaged from the 15 instruments in the
strain gage array, and from d* which we have estimated from the
intercept in Fig. 8b. This value of d* is likely near the maximum
coseismic value of the slip weakening distance. Because the
nucleation zone of the fault is large, significant precursory slip has
already occurred over approximately 3/4 of the fault. Coseismically
within the nucleation zone the slip weakening distance should be
shorter than d*. Given this bias we believe that fracture efficiency in
these experiments is consistent with that for typical earthquakes.

4.3. Peak slip velocity

Complete understanding of ground motion requires consider-
ation of propagation effects and requisite local fluctuations in on-
Fig. 11. Fracture efficiency for lab events and earthquakes in California. Earthquake data are
(2005).
fault slip rate that are not considered by using the event aver-
ages. Of particular interest are the most damaging motions from
earthquakes which may be associated with the peaks in velocity
and acceleration. Peak slip rate was determined from low-pass
filtering the two slip sensors at the manufacturer’s response limit
(20 KHz) and differentiating (Fig. 12a). The reported peak velocity is
the maximum velocity from the two different slip sensors. We’ve
considered the relation between stress drop, strength loss and peak
velocity. Peak slip velocity does not scale linearly with the average
static stress drop, but does appear to be roughly linear with the
average strength loss (Fig. 12b). The slope of the fit is much more
similar to that predicted by (1) and (2) than the comparison with
the average velocity (Fig. 8b). The intercept is again non-zero. Our
interpretation of the peak velocities is complicated by end effects in
the experiments. The ruptures in these experiments emanate from
a large nucleation patch and intersect the block ends long before
the cessation of slip. That is, in these experiments dynamic rupture
initially, briefly involves true contained propagation but subse-
quently is dominated by back rupture from the free surfaces at the
ends of fault. The arrival of back ruptures at the slip sensors coin-
cides with the peaks in the velocity records. Because of these
complications we are unable to directly relate the peak velocities
measured in these experiments to natural earthquakes.
5. Discussion

The principal result from ourmeasurements of strength loss and
on-fault slip rate is that an equation of the form (0) is not appro-
priate for average near-fault particle velocity because of the
contribution from fracture energy. There are two effects of the
fracture energy seen in the experiments. First, is the non-zero
intercept that arises from the minimum strength loss necessary
for nucleation and propagation (Fig. 8b). The second effect is that
the scaling of particle velocity with strength loss is weaker than
expected from consideration of elasticity (equations (1) and (2))
due to energy loss to fracture energy on the fault. For our experi-
ments, rather than (0), the relation between average particle
velocity and strength loss is consistent with (3). Specifically, an
empirical representation of the experiments in this study is

_u ¼ ð1�mÞ
�
Ds� Dsmin

� b

m
; (10a)

where the intercept Dsmin ¼ 0.11 MPa and the empirical coefficient
0 � m < 1. For our experiments m ¼ 0.3, in other words the
experiments predict a 30% reduction in average ground velocity
due to the fracture energy within the source. For natural earth-
quakes the first effect in (10a) is not important but the second is as
from estimates of fracture energy and stress drop compiled by Abercrombie and Rice



Fig. 12. Peak slip velocity as derived from slip sensor data. a) Example displacement
and resulting velocity. To calculate slip rate the slip record was low pass filtered at
20 kHz prior to differentiation. b) Relationship between peak velocity and strength loss
for the entire 73 event data set. Shown for reference is the prediction from (1) (red)
and (2) (blue). The black line is a fit to the data.
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in our experiments and as in theoretical calculations where on-
fault and off-fault fracture energies are known to limit propaga-
tion rate and slip speed during dynamic rupture (Madariaga, 1976;
Andrews, 1976). Using the notation of equation (0), for earthquakes
we expect

_u ¼ ð1�mÞDsVc

E
: (10b)

From our comparison between the source properties of lab
events and earthquakes we are able to explain typical earthquake
source properties without resorting to thermal weakening within
the source. The mechanism of strength loss underlying stress drop
in our experiments is thought to be a small amount shear dilatancy
which produces a dynamic reduction of contact area (e.g., Scholz
and Engelder, 1976; Beeler, 2006). A secondary result of our study
then is an implication that thermal weakening mechanisms are not
the dominant processes determining fault strength during earth-
quakes. This idea has some support in naturally observed earth-
quake source properties, as follows.

As you would expect from recent high velocity faulting experi-
ments [Di Toro et al., 2011], because large earthquakes have large
slip and large slip rate there is a longstanding expectation that
shear resistance during large earthquake slip is controlled by
thermal processes such as melting and pore pressurization, not
present during small earthquakes (e.g., McKenzie and Brune, 1972;
Lachenbruch, 1980; Mase and Smith, 1987). Ignoring conduction,
latent heat, and radiated energy, assume that all the mechanical
work of slip across a fault zone goes into increasing the tempera-
ture. The amount of heat DT produced during slip of Dd is

DT ¼ Dds
rĉw

; (11a)

(Lachenbruch,1980) where s is the average shear resistance,w is
the width of the shearing portion of the fault and rĉ is the specific
heat. For large earthquakes where slips are 1 m or more, shear
heating would lead to dramatic changes in source properties (stress
drop, efficiency, Savage-Wood efficiency, fracture efficiency) as slip
increases if the shear thickness is less than a few centimeters
(Lachenbruch, 1980). However, despite this expectation, the role of
thermal weakening in large earthquake slip may be largely dis-
counted because, instead of finding dramatic changes in earth-
quake source properties when the expected threshold for thermal
weakening is reached, neither stress drop (Hanks, 1977) or
apparent stress (Ide and Beroza, 2001) are found to be magnitude
dependent. The absence of a thermal weakening signature in the
stress drop data can be used as a constraint shear zone thickness
within the earthquake source by replacing slip in equation (11a)
with the static stress drop using the static stiffness of the
rupture; for example for a circular rupture of diameter L,
Dd ¼ 8DsL=7pm. Doing so produces:

w
L

¼
�

8Ds
7pmrĉ

�
s
DT

(11b)

The parenthetical quantity in (11b) is a scale independent
constant, consisting of material and geometric constants and stress
drop. (11b) suggests that the thickness of coseismic shear zones
increaseswith fault length unless the ratio of shear generated heat to
shear strength s/DT changes with scale. Restated, the structure
of coseismic shear zones is self-similar if s/DT is constant. The shear
zone thickness to length ratio for our faulting experiments is artificial
and is approximately the rms roughness of the fault surface divided
by the fault length (w40 mm/2m¼ 2�10�5). Despite being imposed,
our width to length ratio implies a limit on natural shear heating of
w250 �C at 12 km depth assuming drained conditions and hydro-
staticporepressure that is sufficient to explain the absenceof thermal
weakening observed in typical earthquake source properties.

Measurements of coseismic temperature change for natural
faulting are non-existent as are measurements of coseismic shear
resistance, and routine measurements of crustal stress and heat
flow are rare. There are virtually no data on coseismic fault thick-
ness or its scale dependence. In the absence of data and constraints,
the predominant current thinking, argued by the theoretical fault
modeling community, is that large earthquake rupture zones are
extremely well localized, perhaps on the scale of less than 1 mm
(e.g., Rice, 2006; Segall and Rice, 2006), an interpretation based on
natural observations from select outcrops of a few shallow
exhumed faults with large cumulative displacements (e.g., Chester
and Chester, 1998). This is an interpretation that is not without
qualification (Sibson, 2003).Wemake no contribution to the debate
on coseismic shear zone thickness other than to point out the
obvious, that scale independent stress drop precludes shear local-
ization on the 1 mm scale for large earthquakes unless the shear
resistance is inversely scale dependent. Restating the obvious, scale
independent stress drop requires the average thickness of large
earthquake coseismic shear zones is much larger than the inter-
pretations based on Chester and Chester (1998) unless shear
resistance is inversely scale dependent. Given a continued lack of
investment in geophysical measurements of stress and heat flow,
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geologic observations of shear zone structure will continue to be
the primary source of knowledge upon which we base our under-
standing of large earthquake faulting.

6. Conclusions

The nucleation of slip in lab experiments during faulting on
rough surfaces of bare rock at normal stresses between 4 and 8MPa
results in an inhomogeneous initial stress prior to dynamic rupture
and a relatively high coseismic fracture energy. In our experiments
at these conditions there is precursory slip within a nucleation
patch that is nearly as large as the fault itself. The precursory slip
reduces fault strength within the patch. As result the static and
dynamic stress drops are small and increase weakly with normal
stress (0.05 MPa/MPa). Average slip rate depends linearly on the
fault strength loss and on static stress drop with a nonzero inter-
cept. The average slip velocity is limited by an in-source energy
dissipative contribution from on-fault fracture energy. The inferred
linear slip weakening distance is 33 mm. Fracture energy is high
relative to radiated energy. Seismic efficiency is low, less than 2%.
The ratio of apparent stress to static stress drop isw27%, consistent
with overshoot. The fracture efficiency is w33%.

Despite the complication of inhomogeneous initial stress and
relatively high fracture energy these experiments have source
properties (stress drop, slip velocity) that if extrapolated in normal
stress are very similar to typical values for natural earthquakes of all
sizes. Energy partitioning (radiated energy, overshoot and fracture
energy) during these experiments is also very similar to earth-
quakes. Extrapolation of our laboratory results to simulate source
parameters of earthquakes suggests that earthquake rupture
processes are not affected by thermal weakening in any detectable
way. This result is consistent with earthquake stress drops, for
instance, that are scale independent which seems also to preclude
a significant contribution from thermal weakening unless the
ambient shear stress is inversely scale dependent.
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Appendix 1. Removing apparatus response from stress
measurements

The fault is loaded by raising the shear stress at 0.001 MPa/s
while holding the normal stress constant until an unstable shear
failure of the fault occurs. Rapid acceleration recorded on an
accelerometer triggers the high speed data recording system and
initiates closure of the solenoid valves of the servo control system.
The triggered valve closure occurs in approximately 0.4 s
(Figure A2) and in the meantime the control system increases the
shear stress approximately linearly in time starting less than 0.01 s
after the event. An additional complication is the stress records
contain long period oscillations of the press frame that are initiated
by the event and decay with time (Figure A1). The procedure for
determining the stress levels is first to determine the final stress.
The event arrest is gradual. The end of the event is determined by
fitting the slip vs time records at the two slip sensors with
a piecewise linear function (Fig. 7). The event end is chosen as the
average from this analysis of the 2 slip gages. We correct for the
servo response and the ringing of the apparatus by fitting the last
0.1 s of the high speed record to a linear relation and extrapolating
back to the event end (Figure A1) to determine the final stress.

Appendix 2. Dynamic motion of a slider block with fracture
energy and radiation loss

For a single degree of freedom spring-slider block, the equation
of motion is the balance of the mass times acceleration against the
difference between the spring force (here expressed as having units
of stress k(dL�d)) and the frictional resisting stress s, less the radi-
ated energy (here expressed as the radiation stress) cdd/dt:

�
T
2p

�2v2d

vt2
¼ ðdL � dÞ � s

k
� c

k
vd

vt
: (A1)

T/2 is the rupture duration in the absence of radiated energy, d is slip
on the fault, dL is load point displacement, k has units stress/
displacement, c ¼ m/2b, and m is the shear modulus. The radiation
damping term cdd/dt is used to approximate energy lost as propa-
gating seismic waves, here assumed to be planar waves (Rice, 1993).
The particular choice c is appropriate if b is the shearwave speed and
all radiation results from shearwaves. In (A1) the characteristic period
is T ¼ 2p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m=k

p
. T is the half-period if the oscillator is undamped

(c ¼ 0) and if the effective fracture energy is negligible ðGez0Þ.
To simulate the stress drop resulting from tectonic loading we

assume that the spring load point is displaced at a constant rate VL

so that dL ¼ dL0þVLt, where dL0 is the load point displacement at the
onset of slip. The fault obeys linear slip weakening (7). When d< d*,
the solution of (A1) (c ¼ 0) is given by

d ¼ Aexpðr1tÞ þ Bexpðr2tÞ þ HVLt �
hVLH2

k
(A2a)

and

V ¼ Ar1expðr1tÞ þ Br2expðr2tÞ þ HVL: (A2b)

The substitutions used are dL0 ¼ sf/k and Dsd/k ¼ dL0�sk/k, and

H ¼ d*k=ðd*k�DsdÞ B ¼ ��HVL=r1�hVLH2=k
�	ð1þ r2=r1Þ

A ¼ �Br2=r1�HVL=r1

r1;r2 ¼ �h

k

�
2p
T

�2

� h

k

�
2p
T

�2

1�4

�
kT
h2p

�2�
1�Dsd

d*k

��1=2
:

The solution

d ¼ expð�FtÞðDcosðfwtÞ þ EsinðfwtÞÞ þ VLt � D (A3a)
V ¼ expð�FtÞ½ð�FDþ EfwÞcosðfwtÞ � ðFE þ DfwÞsinðfwtÞ� þ VL;

(A3b)

is appropriate when d > d*, and the constants F, D, E, fw are deter-
mined from the solution of (A2a) and (A2b) when d ¼ d*. When the
effective fracture energy is zero, the solution is given by (A3) and
the constants are

D ¼ cVL=k� Dsd=k F ¼ c=2kð2p=TÞ2

E ¼ FD=f � VL=f f ¼
�
4½T=2p�2�½c=k�2

�1=2
=2½T=2p�2;

(Beeler, 2001). The undamped solution to (A1), was first used in the
context of laboratory stick-slip by Johnson and Scholz (1976), also
see Scholz (1990).



Figure A1. High speed record of shear stress on fault (g12). Shown in dashed lines are
the trigger at 0.35 s, the end of the record at 5.24 s, and the stress trend from response
of the servo system. Oscillations of the loading frame are induced by the stress drop
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and decay with time; these are labeled frame oscillations.
Figure A2. Low speed record of shear stress as measured from the flatjack pressures.
This shows the servo response which lasts for approximately 0.4 s after the event.
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